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Abstract: this method decrease data overhead in networks on chips (NoC). This method uses data
coding for data transferring in order to reduce expenditure and increase endurance. This method uses
data compression in order to reduce the size of data.  Expenditure calculation in NoC occurs inside
of NoC based on grown models and transitive activities in entry ports. The goal of simulating is to
weigh expenditure for encoding, decoding and compressing in Mother Algorithm. Mother Algorithm
consists of a collection of Algorithms for increasing endurance in chip-based networks.
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INTRODUCTION

Development of technology allows designers to use an Evolution system on chips. But complexity of such
systems faces inheritance and usage of its properties with problem. So, designing of systems on chips (SoCS),
which is based on using previous properties by correlation of resources should manage together in a common
confine, introduce some challenges for physical designing and manner of changing system physical architecture.
There is a complex of internal communicative resources on a chip-based network, for which they are related
with channels. Merging of cores and relations between chips cause complexity for chip based networks. Using
joints in circuits, parts and chips can't be confident in systems, which enjoy several cores. Also usage of a
common bus in systems with several cores doesn't create ability of confidence (Liwei, 2008). Aboveboard
usage of wires and relations between cores can't be used; but by using methods and solutions based on system
analysis we can lead system to use joints confidently considering limited resources. One of the advantages of
using commons in chip based multi core systems is the development of polarity in these systems. For polarity
development and increasing usage in chip based multi core networks, new abilities were added to these
systems. In multi core sending and receiving will occur as simple thread but another way is using multi thread
method and should be designed as partition and also traffic pattern should be specified. Using object-oriented
methods is one of those types. In object oriented model cores are defined as objects and functions and data
from basic study of network (Liwei, 2008).

Nowadays, it is possible to design complicated systems based on correlating cores and pre- designed
parameters. But in production of these chips there are problems like cost of parameters relations and possibility
of unpredictable errors in parameters and relational circuits. Various methods are presented for increasing
endurance in chip-based networks (Birangi, 2005). One of these methods is Mother Algorithm. In this study
it was tried to increase error endurance adjustment in this Algorithm by coding and compression methods. Also
it was tried to reduce network traffic by merging this method and Mother Algorithm.

Reviewing past Works:
There are various methods presented to increase endurance in these networks. For example Dumitras has

presented a torrent method for increasing endurance and it shows that it can be very endurable against accident
destruction (Dumitras et al., 2003). Also Pirretti has presented another torrent method, but the difference of
this method from the previous methods is the possibility of leading to destination. The possibility is high
because this is an oriented method (Pirretti et al., 2004).

Total torrent Algorithms create high level of error endurance if there is a path for reaching the destination.
Each package has a high level of possibility to reach the destination. But in most cases this level of error
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endurance is not necessary because reduction of redundant packages increases operative power of the network.
For this reason network overhead should be reduced. A comprehensive model of various error endurable
routing in network chip is Mother Algorithm. Mother Algorithm suggests new Algorithms and they enjoy better
performance in comparison to previous Algorithms. Mother Algorithm is divided into three Algorithms. These
three Algorithms are: Slope, Work Division and Reproducer (Birangi, 2005).

As we continue we increase endurance by adding suggested coding and compressing methods on this
Algorithm. Also available compression in this method causes the reduction of network traffic overhead.

Suggested Algorithm:
The goal of this system is to reduce expenditure by encoding and also reduction in adjustment of data

transferring by compressing and thereupon increasing of error endurance in chip based networks. In this
research we have tried to reach this goal by merging networks on chips (NOC) and methods of data encoding
and compression. Coding data and decoding it in destination is the program. Take note that encoding and
decoding are joint with compressing and we called them encoder and decoder. As we know, data in network
is transferred in packages and these packages are supported in routers by header (switching information) and
a payload (data information). Now, two viewpoints are considered: 1.Data encoding with header encoding,
2.Data encoding without header encoding

In the first viewpoint, size and length of encoded data are less than the second one. But this data requires
expenditure for decoding in each switch. In second case, data should be decoded in main destination and
decoding in path is not required. So we will use the second method in our Algorithm. Next, we will present
more details of suggested method.

Data Compressing Part:
As we mentioned, an encoding method and a compressing method are required in this Algorithm. But

which methods are suitable for encoding and compressing data? In this system, the goal of compressing data
means a deletion of redundancy and repetition. or in other words the goal of sending coded data is sending
them in the shortest time. The source encoder and destination decoder will only be used. Suggested system's
diagram is shown in figure 1.

Fig. 1: suggested coding system diagram (Mohammad, 2009)

As it was specified in figure 1, we have used an encoder and a decoder for encoding and compressing
data. But as we know, there are various methods available for compressing data. The research shows that there
are more than 50 methods available for compressing data. Some of most famous methods are: Huffman, LZSS,
LZW, Aritmatic etc. And some of applications like WinRAR & WinZIP use one of these methods. We tried
to use features of Huffman method in this article (Mohammad, 2009).

In Computer Sciences and theory of information, Huffman encoding is an encoding Algorithm for waste
less data compression and this explanation refers to using tables with variable length code, which are used for
encoding each sign of resource. Variable length code table was reached by a special method based on each
sign of resource occurrence possibility. This method has developed by David Huffman. He was PhD student
of Philosophy in MIT University. He published an essay with the subject of "A method for producing code
with the least redundancy" in 1952. Huffman coding uses a special method for the way of showing each sign.
Huffman Algorithm introduces a method for producing optimized prefix codes.

Huffman code owns the shortest average length among other codes created on similar alphabet. In other
words it was an optimized code.

This Algorithm has introduced a method for producing optimized prefix codes and also owns shortest
average length among other codes created on similar alphabet and this encoding is an optimized encoding. This
is the reason why we use this method. Available proves show that this encoding compresses data between 20
& 90 percent and the more repetition gets, the more output will get too. 

In this method data encoding is performed based on number of redundancy signs and Huffman tree is
created considering these signs. We also use this method. But we use a table or collection of constant trees
and encoding or decoding is performed on data. In these tree collections, we realized that type of encoding
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is proportionate with data and encoding or decoding is performing proportionate with the tree. The advantage
of this method is reduction in expenditure of tree creating. Reduced expenditure by this method equals N log
N.

In this part the use of data compressing in Algorithm is presented and in next part we will implement
coding system on pointed system.

Rectifying noise errors in chip base networks and also reduction of data changing in these networks were
considered. For decreasing them, encoding or decoding can be used in this Algorithm. We have not presented
an encoding method. We tried to implement LT Algorithm presented by Han Wang from China in 2008 on
this network. In fact, we have placed encoding on leaf of Huffman's tree and after compressing, coding is
performed automatically. Fig 2 shows main part of LT graph, which uses XOR operator for coding.
Expenditure in this Algorithm is equal with increasing a small amount of data. Si shows entered data and Ci
shows output of encoded data on the system.

Fig. 2: Sample of LT graph (Mohammad, 2009)

Implementation of Coder and Decoder on Mother Algorithm:
In this network we try to decrease usage power and size of data by the changes we perform on switches.

As we explained, encoding, decoding and compressing system in previous parts, in this part we implement
them on this network. Manner of adding encoder and decoder to switch is shown in figure3.

Fig. 3: Manner of Adding Encoder and Decoder:

In this part we add coding Algorithm to Mother Algorithm. One of the Algorithms of Mother Algorithm
is the Slope Algorithm (Birangi, 2005). The procedure is that if a resource produces a package, then it delivers
to its own switch unit. Switch prepares K redundant packages from it and sends them to switches in
neighborhood. For the much amount of K, resource switch can use neighbor switches for copying. The amount
of K is constant for all of packages and it is estimated based on level of wanted endurance. For the rest of
received packages switch examines destination address of package; if destination of package is address of
switch resource then package delivers to resource but if not, then package will send to an output port on the
side of destination. Now we add suggested coding and compressing Algorithm to switches of this network and
Algorithm.
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The next Mother Algorithm is Work Division Algorithm (Birangi, 2005). In this Algorithm the number
of redundant packages in transitive layer were defined based on communications on the space between source
knob and destination knob. This state leads to less production of redundant packages if resource is near to
destination. In this state there are more control on the number of redundant packages and network overhead
were reduced more than the state which redundancies are the same. In this part we add suggested coding and
compressing algorithm to this Algorithm.

The last Mother Algorithm we will add to coding and compressing in this part is Reproducer Algorithm
(Birangi, 2005). Worker switches are used in this Algorithm like Working Division Algorithm with this
difference that in this Algorithm switches place obliquely. In this Algorithm package, which is transferred, is
reproduced when it passes from certain borders. If a resource has a package for sending, delivers it to its own
switch unit. Switch prepares two redundant packages from it and sends it to destination side. Pathfinder switch
examines destination address of received packages and if it has package resource address as destination delivers
the package to its resource otherwise, send it to an output port on the side of destination.

System Evaluation:
Some of encodings only reduce expenditure when the number of bosses is high or some of encodings have

high level of efficiency if the number of data transferring is more, some of methods require knowledge of
static parameters and interior traffic, but we use a method that it needs none of the above, in fact we use a
common method. Base on this method were encoding performed on Bus networks. In these methods of
encoding by decreasing average number of signal transferring has strongly suggested. In some of these
methods, some parameters of interior traffic are required, but in this research we simulate a method on
Baseline networks, which doesn't require such information. Usually in encoding methods based on possibility,
there's no need to know about network traffic, they act according to statistic flow. Intelligent part is encoded
according to it's past and real value and acts based on approximate statistic information.

In networks usually for calculating total time of a package delivery, the formula 1 is used.

TT = (ST + (NF �1) * 2) * NP   (1)

TT: Total time without package incidence
ST: number of cycle-hour for performing judgeship and switching Algorithm (10 cycles for Hermes NOC)
NF: number of flits (we should deficit the first flit because it's processed before)
NP: number of packages
For example for delivering 50 packages with 39 flits equals 4800 cycles per hour. [9]
Now we present this formula based on suggested Algorithm. As we mentioned before and considering

available proves Huffman encoding usually reduces size of data between 20 & 90 percent and prevents
repetition. But this system imposes an additional expenditure to network and this expenditure is time & usage
power spent for encoding or decoding. So, the mentioned formula for this Algorithm changes into:

TT = ((ST + (NC �1) * 2) + Q) * NP   (2)

TT shows Total time without package incidence,
NC shows coded system flits and its volume is less than NF between 20& 90 percent.
Q is expenditure of data encoding as it was pointed in previous part on this system we have eliminate

dynamic status of Huffman's tree, a static tree is spotted for encoding and we've implemented this encoding
on whole network. By doing this the time spent to creating this tree (N*Log (N)) has been eliminated. Now
if we place NC in above formula, NC will be like this:

NC <= (NC � NF / 5)   (3)

As it is clear, whatever the space between switches in network gets more, by multiplying length of path
into this NC, the total time is reduced whereas the expenditure (Q) is constant.

Now we simulate this system and we show reached tentative results that are simulated totally object
oriented. Adjustment of data size reduction is showed in figure 4. Notice that the data is created randomly.

Rate of reduction in size of random dataThe most important points noticed in evaluation of this system
are:Adding an encoding part is an additional expenditure in encoding and decoding model, but this expenditure
is recoverable by reducing traffic and data transferring rate. Another important point is about the rate of
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redundancy and similarity of codes to each other. Whatever redundancy of transitive data increases, the
occupied volume is less than normal status. In this method of encoding usually rate of size reduction is
between 20 & 60 percent (considering entered and transitive data) Also as it shows on figure 5, whatever the
space between resource and destination increases, system operative power increases by this encoding. Increasing
efficiency by increasing path length of resourcesand destination of packageTo make this method practical, we
compared usage power by implementation of coding on Mother Algorithm, results of simulating show this
method because of using LT encoding is more secure and uses less power than introduced Mother Algorithms.
One of other advantages of this switch is high level of security in transferring data. It transfers small size of
data, increases security by encoding. Until now, we are talking about high level of security in compressing
and encoding. But as we know by reducing data size on sending time, adjustment of data overhead will be
reduced. Table 1 shows adjustment of reduction for each one of Mother Algorithms.

Fig. 4: Rate of reduction in size of random data

Fig. 5: Increasing efficiency by increasing path length of resourcesand destination of package

Table1: Average of network overhead percentage in algorithms
Reproducer Work Division Slope Algorithm
29% 30.34% 41% (overhead percentage without encoding
22.33% 23.44% 31% (overhead percentage with implementation of encoding

As it shows on table 1 by adding this method to Mother Algorithm, considered adjustment of network
overhead is reduced also adjustment of error endurance in this system is increased by encoding. It has been
noticed that the effect of this Algorithm on slope Work Division and Reproducer is descending because in
normal state adjustment of overhead is descending on slope, Work Division and Reproducer algorithms.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study we tried to change the method of data transferring in Mother Algorithms by data encoding
and methods of compressing data also increase adjustment of endurance in this system by encoding. It has been
noticed that this type of switches are mostly used when data has more similarity to each other and their usage
is in picture transferring etc. also adjustment of overhead packages production in network were reduced by
using this Algorithm. But by using other encoding methods or by Huffman's 2 adaptive encoding methods and
Huffman's spread compressing we can increase data encoding and we can increase output by doing this in
future.
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